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• This presentation is for informational purposes, it is not offered as legal advice, 
and the views are my own.

• Bottom line:  Analyze the entirety of use-related proofs.

• Outline:
• Preface – B&B Hardware and other Procedural Developments/Background
• The Adidas case
• Evaluating 2016 TTAB Non-use decisions preceding Adidas with Adidas in mind
• Issues for Consideration
• What might be next?

OVERVIEW
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B&B Hardware – 2015 U.S. Supreme Court Decision:

So long as the other ordinary elements of issue preclusion are 
met, when the usages adjudicated by the TTAB are 
materially the same as those before the district court, issue 
preclusion should apply.
B&B Hardware, Inc. v. Hargis Indus., Inc., No. 13–352, March 
24, 2015.

TTAB PROCEEDINGS MAY BE PRECLUSIVE
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• 15 U.S.C. Sec. 1051(a)(2):
The application shall include … the date of the applicant’s first use of the 
mark, the date of the applicant’s first use of the mark in commerce, the 
goods in connection with which the mark is used, and a drawing of the 
mark.

• 15 USC Sec. 1127:
The term “trademark” includes any word, name, symbol, or device, or any 
combination thereof … to identify and distinguish his or her goods, 
including a unique product, from those manufactured or sold by others and 
to indicate the source of the goods, even if that source is unknown.

STATUTORY FOUNDATIONS
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• Background:
• Northern Illinois church registered ADD A ZERO, for shirts 

and caps, in 2005, with a use-based applications.  
• Adidas introduced ADIZERO mark in 2009, filed in 2010 to 

cancel church’s registrations.

• TTAB (Sept. 2015 – briefing completed in 2014):
• Overruled objections to sales ledger/cancelled check for 

pre-application sale to Wisconsin parishioner.
• Held that church had to prove use with an effect on 

interstate commerce.
• Conclusion of Analysis:

…the sale in Illinois of two caps to a Wisconsin resident as the 
only evidence of a sale that arguably could affect [sic] interstate 
commerce. This sale is de minimis and … insufficient to show 
use that affects interstate commerce.

• Registrations cancelled as void ab-initio.

THE ADIDAS CASE
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• Federal Circuit reverses.  Christian Faith Fellowship v. Adidas AG, 120 USPQ2d 1640 
(Fed. Cir. 2016)
• Confirmed admissibility of sales ledger/cancelled check.
• Rejected “effect” analysis (no non-use due to “de minimis” nature). 
• “Because one need not direct goods across state lines for Congress to regulate the activity 

under the Commerce Clause, there is likewise no such per se condition for satisfying the 
Lanham Act’s ‘use in commerce’ requirement.” 

• Practical considerations
• Is anything intrastate?
• Inherent consideration of alleged marketplace usages
• Even sale of one hat must be proved with admissible evidence
• Who has the burden?  When does it apply?

• Open question?

THE ADIDAS CASE (CONT.)
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• Doctor’s Associates Inc. v. Janco, LLC

• East West Bank Co. v. The Plubell Firm LLC 

• Julius Sämman Ltd. v. Ibrahim Nasser and Serious Scents, Inc.

2016 NON-USE TTAB DECISIONS, PRE-ADIDAS
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DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATES INC. V. JANCO, LLC
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DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATES INC. V. JANCO, LLC
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DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATES INC. V. JANCO, LLC
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DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATES INC. V. JANCO, LLC:  TTAB CITES “EFFECT” 
STANDARD – BUT DECISION TURNS ON EVIDENCE
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DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATES INC. V. JANCO, LLC:  TTAB’S ALTERNATIVE
FACTS
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DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATES INC. V. JANCO, LLC:  THE RECORD
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• Adidas would not rescue Applicant -- no 
sufficient evidence accepted
• Building a Record
• Submitting evidence
• Basis for admission

• Inherently considered “usages in marketplace” –
highly likely preclusive as to the Applicant
• But – how does Opposer raise issue in light of 
Adidas?

DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATES INC. V. JANCO, LLC: TAKEAWAYS
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• Summary:
• Petition to cancel registration covering consulting services granted based 

on non-use.
• Board rejects many forms of indirect evidence:

• Website
• Draft engagement letters
• Emails
• Promotional materials
• Testimony

• Criticisms of analysis:
• Burden shifted
• No weight given to registration

EAST WEST BANK CO. V. THE PLUBELL FIRM LLC
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EAST WEST BANK CO. V. THE PLUBELL FIRM LLC
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• Adidas would not rescue Applicant -- no sufficient evidence 
accepted
• All of the evidence appears to have come from the Registrant.
• Board characterizes Registrant as evasive, not credible, etc.
• Harder to disregard everything under Adidas?

• Limit discovery?
• Address claims at pleading stage?

EAST WEST BANK CO. V. THE PLUBELL FIRM LLC
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• Essentially the opposite decision 
from Plubell
• Summary:
• Opposition denied – Petitioner didn’t 

meet burden to prove non-use
• None of Applicant’s evidence 

admitted
• Benefit of doubt given to Applicant 

based on Petitioner’s evidence, despite 
contradictions, uncertainty.

JULIUS SÄMMAN LTD. V. IBRAHIM NASSER AND SERIOUS SCENTS, INC.
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JULIUS SÄMMAN LTD. V. IBRAHIM NASSER AND SERIOUS SCENTS, INC.
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Adidas would 
only reinforce
outcome, as the 
Applicant’s 
assertion has no 
“de minimus” 
bar to meet.



ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
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• Early Comprehensive Strategy
• Motions on Pleadings?
• Limiting discovery?
• Usages adjudicated may have preclusive effect.

• Plaintiff:  
• make sure that Adidas is contemplated in allegations of non-use, characterize 

allegations with particularity (broad or narrow).
• If burden is on Defendant, hold them to it.

• Defendant:  
• Make sure all requirements are supported at key dates, as clearly as possible.
• Delineate record “specimens” v. “evidence” of use commerce.
• Mind FRE.



• Theoretical Impact v. Practical Impact
• Many practiced with that interpretation of 

“commerce” already.
• Useful for David and Goliath:

• Volume of use – David
• Non-primary marks – Goliath

• Can “effect” arguments be shifted to 
challenges to “functioning as a mark”?

• Extending Adidas?
• Expansion of “bona fide intent”?
• By analogy – relaxing USPTO’s (sometimes) 

outdated specimen requirements?

ADIDAS – A PRELUDE?
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THANK YOU!
WEBSITE: b2iplaw.com

BLOG: SWIPREPORT.com
SOCIAL:
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